
WRITE ABOUT ART EXHIBITION

TIPS FOR WRITING AN ART EXHIBITION REVIEW. Are you attending an upcoming art exhibition and interested in
writing a review of your.

Thank the recipient for considering your proposal. Captions are the "frontline" form of interpretive labels
because many visitors wander around in exhibits, without attending to the linear or hierarchical organization
of information title, introduction, section label. Determine exactly what the painter wanted to express. Click
the images to see their full size. Can you use epithets and other expressive means? After reading through our
post, you have learned how to write an art review. Assess the Art and the Exhibition Evaluate how the venue
organized the show, the artist's technique, the matting, framing, artistic choices, lighting, display cases,
installation, traffic flow, label text and label styling. Analyze the features of the composition of the picture.
Describe what needs to be added, what detail the artist has missed, what impression the picture would have
made if additional landscapes were added, and if the color of the paint was changed or the canvas was
decorated in a different style. Comment on individual pieces, discussing those that stood out to you, specifying
their positive and negative elements. Hopefully you find these tips helpful? Write down your thoughts and
feelings about the exhibition. Art Review Writing Steps A review of a work of art must consist of several
points. How can your own view of what you see be translated into a review? Talk to the artists or curator
directly, when possible, and ask about the work and why it is displayed the way it is. Engage the art personally
while avoiding value words that are meaningless. Would you add, or, on the contrary, expel something from
the painting? Writing Artwork Descriptions Artwork Descriptions are the blurbs which accompany each of the
artworks in your exhibition. Give an assessment of each work, arguing it. In the review, you can focus on
evaluating the works of art that you saw. Describe form, materials, shapes, textures and emotive effect on
viewers. This outline for writing an exhibition proposal is easy to follow and will help you gain confidence in
proposing art shows to a variety of exhibit venues. The 19th century was also the age of photography.
Describe Featured Works Write a paragraph about the specific work that is featured. Why are these things
shown together?


